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Sketching Immersive Information Spaces
Lessons learned from experiments in ‘sketching for and through virtual
reality’
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This paper presents the lessons learned from a design workshop exploring
methods for early exploration of immersive information spaces, such as Virtual
Reality (VR). The methods explored cover design situations both designing for
VR, and designing through VR, in varying degrees of fidelity. The workshops
shared the common factor of attempting to enable a feedback loop between
sketching activities and the more didactic and time consuming prototyping
processes. From our analysis, we found that to achieve true `sketchiness' in an
immersive VR settings, tool proficiency naturally becomes a decisive factor, since
a lot of new techniques needs to be learned and gained experience with.
Furthermore, it is evident that the mental shift, from flat to 360 degree design,
was challenging, but also the enabler of new creative constraints from which the
designer can explore the boundaries of the design space. We conclude by arguing
for the development of more formalized patterns, materials and tools to not just
enable immersive sketching, but also enable grasping the immersive design space
itself by motivating the explorations and happy accidents when `doodling' in the
immersive space.
Keywords: sketching, virtual reality, prototyping, animation-based sketching,
immersive information spaces
INTRODUCTION
When designing immersive information spaces, un-
derstoodas the conjunctionbetweenaphysical pres-
ence, and a virtual layer of digital information, tradi-
tional design tools, such as scenarios, personas, and
mockups, are generally not enough to capture and
sufficiently explore the intended user experience of
the design proposal (Jerald 2016). This aspect is true
both in terms of the feedback loop of the individ-
ual designers iterative ‘design moves’ during explo-
ration (e.g. Schön in Winograd 1996) and in terms of
sharing and critiquing the design proposal amongst
design peers, because of the abstract nature of the
combined virtual and physical design space. In re-
cent years, this problematic area of design has seen
an increased attention mainly due to the maturity
of Virtual Reality (VR) technologies now being avail-
able on consumer andprosumer level, expanding the
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use cases and portfolio of applied cases for both de-
signing for, and designing through immersive digi-
tal spaces. This extends from broadly oriented con-
sumers appliances in entertainment and games (e.g.
Pallavicini et al 2017, Rosa et al 2016), to more spe-
cializedprofessional use cases in e.g. surgical training
(Huber et al 2017), manufacturing (Seth et al 2010),
industrial design (Berg & Vance 2017), and architec-
ture (Portman et al 2015). Despite these recent de-
velopments in design applications for VR, there still
seems to exist a barrier for how to use it in the early
idea stages of design. Traditionally, these stages
are definedby various interpretations andmanifesta-
tions of ‘design sketching’ (e.g. Verstijnen et al 1998,
Goldschmidt 1994, Buxton 2010). In sketching, the
ideation is informed by creating rapid, evocative, and
non-didactic outputs - as opposed to the definitive
nature of prototypes (Buxton 2010). But the per-
haps most important aspect of design sketches is
their disposable nature - they are plentiful, and cre-
ated through a fast feedback loop of reflection in and
on action (Schön inWinograd 1996), where the ideas
should be allowed to perish as fast as they were cre-
ated. This sketching feedback loop is still a challenge
whenworkingwith immersive technologies like VR. It
could be argued that when applied to display an ar-
chitectural CAD drawing through an immersive 360
degree perspective (Portman et al 2015), the mere
act of viewing a CAD ‘sketch’ in VR is a natural exten-
sion of the sketching feedback loop. However, we ar-
gue that this feedback loop could be brought earlier
in the design process, to the steps before computa-
tional tools like CAD software. This is due to the na-
ture of computerized design tools, which are some-
what already constrained by their own didactic pro-
cedures, and thus less ‘sketchy’ than e.g. the early
hand-drawn sketches or physical mockups, made by
the designer before having any firm grasp of the de-
sign problem at hand.In the study presented in this
paper, we set out to explore how ‘sketchy’ feedback
loops could be achieved when exploring immersive
design concepts in VR settings - both when design-
ing for VR, and when designing through VR. The pa-
per details the findings from a series of design work-
shops, exploring various techniques and methods
for sketching and prototyping immersive informa-
tion spaces aimed for VR. Below we briefly introduce
the sketching and prototyping approaches we based
these studies upon, before introducing the findings
from the workshop.
IMMERSIVE SKETCHING AND PROTOTYP-
ING
One emerging approach for bringing hand-drawn
sketches into a VR environment is the use of equirect-
angular coordinate systems (the same format used
on a traditional world map). Here, a 360 degree map
is flattened anddistorted to fit a 2D surface. Thequal-
ity of these 2D representations are that, if drawn cor-
rectly and taking the distorted perspective into con-
sideration, the output image will be non-distorted in
a VR environment from a first person point of view. A
few examples of equirectangular sketches are shown
in Fig 1 as well as a guiding grid made for sketching.
Equirectangular sketches - the pen-and-
paper of immersive sketching?
Sketching in a equirectangular coordinate system re-
quires the designer to think of traditional straight
lines as curves, and divide the sketching canvas into
’field of views’ where the middle of the paper is the
front view, and the left, right, top, and bottom cor-
responds to looking to to the sides as well as up and
down. This requires the designer to rethink the di-
mensional space of the paper, where specific regions
are more distorted than others. But in its premise,
equirectangular grids is an attempt to transfer the
principles inherent to traditional design sketching as
a way of doing ’visual thinking (Suwa & Tversky 1997,
Goldschmidt 1994, Schön & Wiggins 1992), mimick-
ing the immediate feedback loop of expressing a de-
sign move, seeing and reflecting on the depicted,
and then make a new design move as a response to
how the sketch was ’read’. Equirectangular sketch-
ing shares many qualities of pen and paper, but lacks
one crucial aspect in regard to the visual thinking
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Figure 1
Examples of
sketches made in
the equirectangular
coordinate system,
with the our
designed guiding
grid to the lower
right.
of sketching: the immediate feedback loop. While
the designer can immediately see the specific strokes
and changes made in the equirectangular grid, the
impact of the sketching move on the immersive in-
formation space depicted is first realised when the
paper is copied into a supported viewing platform.
This process canbedone rather quickly, withonly few
seconds between scanning the paper and seeing the
response digitally in 360 degree. However, this also
brings a certain amount of finality to the sketch out-
put being scanned and viewed in 360 degree since
the designers has to assess the sketch is now ’ready’
to be explored as immersive space, and not just as
flat equirectangular representation. This brings the
danger of putting toomucheffort into the sketch, de-
feating the purpose of sketches being timely, dispos-
able and non-committable (Buxton 2010). As such,
the equirectangular sketches are at risk of not being
ambiguous enough to ”...leave big enough holes for
interpretation” (Buxton 2010, 115). The equirectan-
gular sketching approachmay thus act as way for the
designer to explore their concepts on paper in one
prolonged sketching move, before reflecting on the
output and letting others experience and critique it
through the immersive viewing medium later on.
Temporal sketches as amiddle ground
Another potential sketching method for immersive
technologies is temporal sketching approaches, such
as video sketching (Tikkanen, T., Cabrera, AB. 2008),
and animation-based sketching (Vistisen 2016, Tran
Luciani & Vistisen 2017). This approach also chal-
lenges what can be considered sketching. Regard-
less of whether the temporal sketch is based on sim-
ple stop motion effects or edited motion graphics,
theprocessofmakingadesignmove, reflectingupon
it, and thenmaking a concurrent move is challenged
since the digital medium requires the designer to de-
termine more aspects in their head, before express-
ing it visually. Temporal sketching mostly lack the
immersive viewing, since most video and animation-
based sketches tend to be narrative scenarios shown
from a linear structured perspective. While it is pos-
sible to simulate e.g. a first person VR view through
graphic masking overlays, it will still only mimic the
immersive 360 degree space, and not enable the de-
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signer, or other stakeholders, to assess the immersive
aspects in detail, but rather assess the scenario as a
whole user journey. However, with recent develop-
ments in digital authoring tools, the possibilities to
actively create, edit and live-preview changes made
to e.g. 360 degree footage and imagery has shown
potential to actually enable true digital sketching in
a live updated 360 degree preview inside software
such asAdobePremiere andAdobeAfter Effects. This
would blur the lines between temporal sketching,
which tends to be linear, and immersive sketching,
which needs some degree of user interaction, po-
sitions itself along contemporary contributions on
using video and animation in sketching (e.g. Vis-
tisen 2016, Lo￿wgren 2004, Fallman, D. & Moussette,
2011). These new emerging uses of the software
was thus our state of art in how temporal sketching
was applied and introduced in theworkshops for this
study.
VR sketching - true immersive sketching
The potential to use VR as a sketching/prototyping
tool has long been recognized by the literature, but
while there have been several studies detailing the
development of tools for VR sketching and mod-
elling (e.g Fiorentino, De Amicis, Monno, & Stork,
2002; Schkolne, Pruett, & Schröder, 2001; Jackson
& Keefe, 2006; Barrera Machuca, Asente, Lu, Kim, &
Stuerzlinger, 2017), there is a lack of literature about
the process of sketching through VR and reflection
on the use of currently available tools. Using VR
tools as sketching media for early design has sev-
eral potential benefits, such as spatiality, allowing
the designer to walk into the sketch, one-to-one pro-
portions, association, using existing objects as ref-
erences in the environment and formability (Israel,
Wiese, Mateescu, Zöllner & Stark, 2009). The im-
mersive experience of VR sketching also allows our
bodies to be part of the design process, making it
possible to use them as reference and consider er-
gonomics early in the design process. Moreover, VR
interaction allows thedesigners to use their hands di-
rectly in the creation process (Petrov, 2018). A recent
study on VR and creativity by Yang et al. (2018) sug-
gests that immersive VRhelps tomaintain amore sta-
ble focus and enables a better state of flow, which re-
sults in a greater creativity performance. The study
compared the creative output in immersive VR using
‘Tilt Brush’ and traditional pen-and-paper-sketches.
While the participants in the studywere only allowed
5 minutes to design their product in respective me-
dia, the results suggest that the immersive VR en-
vironment stimulated novel ideas and inspired the
participants to be free from past ideas. Similarly,
Keeley (2018) studied 19 second year students us-
ing VR sketching tool ‘Tilt Brush’ to explore how VR
sketching impacts on the designer’s ability to pro-
duce concepts and communicate them in concep-
tual design. The post-use questionnaires and focus
groups revealed that the students thought that VR
sketching improved their creativity and their ability
to communicate. The latter was because they could
easier analyze their objects in 3D space instead of on
a flat paper. They also suggested that VR gave them
a better sense of scale, especially with larger prod-
ucts. Moreover, when observing the students, Keeley
(2018) noted that the immersive nature of VR sketch-
ing allowed the creation of concepts from the user’s
point-of-view, such asmaking a sleepingbagby lying
down and drawing it from the inside.
DESIGNWORKSHOPS
The design workshops were a core part of a studio-
based course in immersive information spaces held
at Linköping University. During a period of three
months in fall 2018, seminars and design workshops
were givenwith the goal for students to develop pro-
ficiency exploring innovative concepts for immersive
spaces, like VR. The design workshops were practi-
cal learning activities focused on techniques for de-
signing and exploring individual concepts for an im-
mersive space. While all students chose to use VR
as their final medium, various types of sketches were
produced along the way. Some immersive concepts
were explored through 2D sketching tools, which we
label ’sketching for VR’, while others were being cre-
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ated in the 3D immersive environment, which we
label ’sketching through VR’. The design workshops
were divided into two parts to introduce tools and
techniques to enable sketching for VR and sketching
through VR respectively.We, the authors, were facili-
tators at the workshops and gathered data through
observations and field notes. We also collected
the students’ produced materials such as work-in-
progress sketches, final sketches, and their own writ-
ten reflections. The data was used to examine and
analyze the design process of their concept devel-
opment.We examined the design process of six of
the students with explicit consent, all accordingly
to the GDPR regulations. They were all second-year
students at the same Design master program, but
hadbackgrounds in various different designdomains
such as graphic design, web design, and product de-
sign. Through previous project works within the pro-
gram they had all been exposed to sketching and
prototyping approaches, but they were all novices
with regards to VR. This particular course in immer-
sive information spaces focused even more on the
explorative aspects, giving the students the oppor-
tunity to further develop their sketchingmind-set. In
the analysis we have arranged the cases into a series
of induced themes for which the included case is ex-
emplary of - not necessarily presenting each case in
its full extent, but comparing and including different
cases under the same theme.
INSIGHTS FROM THE DESIGN WORK-
SHOPS
In this section we show selected examples from the
two workshops highlighting lessons learned about
sketching and prototyping when designing immer-
sive information spaces.
From idea to sketch to prototype - a hori-
zontal slice of appliedmethods
A project concerned with designing a virtual un-
derwater exhibition about historical shipwrecks was
an example of a horizontal slice of all introduced
methods from the workshops. The student initially
sought to convert flat graphics into equirectangu-
lar images digitally, but quickly realised an issue of
non-panoramic graphics distorting heavily when ad-
justed to an equirectangular grid. Instead, the stu-
dent experimented with mocking up an equirectan-
gular landscape of graphics in the grid. Afterwards,
the student took the experiment into VR and ex-
plored the consequences of the arrangement. An ex-
pected next ‘sketching move’ would have been to
make adjustments to the design (a refinement) or
make a newversion based on the reflection from see-
ing the sketch in VR (an iteration). However, the stu-
dent expressed that this sketch was only an experi-
ment which “...enhanced the level of immersion and
understanding of how the final VR experience might
feel”. As such, the equirectangular graphics were not
a concept on itself, but rather an ‘investigation’ of the
design space, rather than a conceptual ‘explorative’
sketch (see Olofsson & Sjölen 2007). This inquiry into
the design space is akin to traditional rough doodles
exploring the design space, but with little direction
towards true ideation of new solutions.
Figure 2
Examples of the
immersive sketches
and prototypes
made of the ‘virtual
diving cage’
concept. The first
equirectangular
investigation of
design space in a VR
viewer (left), and
the first refined
conceptual
exploration of the
experience of a
diving cage (right).
This led the student to actively direct his efforts in
using the equirectangular guiding grid as the ba-
sis for sketching his new concept idea of a ‘virtual
diving cage’, effectively taking inspiration from the
prior sketch, butnowwith considerations aboutwhat
the user could experience and interact with the im-
mersive experience. This process took place inside
Adobe Premiere, with the possibility to get immedi-
ate feedback through live-rendering and the built-in
360 degree viewer, allowing for explorative sketch-
ingmoves, where the student both refined andmade
different iterations of the diving cage concept. The
student also tried to transfer his sketching process
to the VR design applications ‘Masterpiece VR’ and
‘Tilt Brush’ to experiment with not just sketching for
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VR, but directly through VR. While this provided the
benefit of not having to make the mental transla-
tion from equirectangular depiction to 360 degree
viewer, these tools also presented both some practi-
cal and ergonomic challenges for the sketching pro-
cess. A practical challenge was how these immer-
sive VR applications were “...constrained to one room
and as far as we saw, there was no way of creating
several scenes and jump between them”. This was
opposed to the relative freedom of expression ex-
perienced with the equirectangular sketches, which
were challenging to get an initial grasp upon, but of-
fered more versatility.The student used the VR appli-
cation ‘StoryboardVR’, and transcended into trying to
make a more refined version of the diving cage con-
cept, coming closer to the look and feel of the con-
cept’s visual design and interactions. This tool use
was thus more akin to the resolving and specific na-
ture of prototyping, seeking to narrow down choices
in the design space rather than diverging towards
exploring new directions. Here, the student expe-
rienced the benefit of having sketched digitally in-
side Adobe Premiere earlier, since the digital assets
could be transferred directly into ‘Storyboard VR’ -
essentially enabling a transition between sketching
and prototyping without turning to a new ‘material’.
What was obtained was a more true immersive re-
sponse due to the VR applications ability to provide
not just 360 degree orientation, but also parallaxed
depth. The details being explored was seen adding
a significant progress towards asking specific ques-
tions of e.g. how a user should interact when facing
a specific part of the experience. The application thus
promoted the creation of more detailed assets in tra-
ditional 2D design software, and arranging them in
VR afterwards. As such, the student did not make
gradual sketching loops anymore, but rather speci-
fied the details of his design prior to prototyping the
exact scene in the software. Some iterations did ap-
pear, in regards to how to arrange the pre-produced
elements, with new ideas about e.g. the design of
graphical overlays on the underwater setup arising
from seeing the placement live in the VR environ-
ment. This shows that even when prototyping, the
need to explore and immersive yourself as designer
into the VR design space also fosters ‘sketchy’ be-
haviour - even though the assets used are premade
outside the VR setting.
Figure 3
The arrangement of
previous designed
graphical elements
in underwater
backdrop in
‘Storyboard VR’
(left), and an
example of the
student attempting
to design user
interfaces and
simulate an
interaction in the
application (right).
However, a significant drawback experienced while
using ‘Storyboard VR’ was that although the expe-
rience is immersive, there is no way to add real in-
teractivity. While the application lets the user cre-
ate more ‘scenes’ and flip between them like a sto-
ryboard, the lack of more elaborate user interactions
with e.g. virtual elements was experienced as a bar-
rier to move the prototyping further. This prompted
the student to apply temporal video- and animation-
based sketching methods. Initially this was intro-
duced as a ‘middle ground’ between the equirectan-
gular sketching and the VR applications used for pro-
totyping. But in this case, the student needed amore
free form to further develop his prototype in terms
of exploring the interaction design, but also to think
about about the entire scenario of the proposed
concept as a whole. The student thus combined
graphical elements made for both the equirectan-
gular sketches and ‘Storyboard VR’ and edited them
together in Adobe Premiere, adding masking over-
lay to simulate the edges of a head-mounted dis-
play. Inside this simulated field of view, the student
animated a virtual hand interacting with the ship-
wreck and other items from within the diving cage.
Other graphical elements, such as video and text an-
notations, weregradually added to create a complete
concept for the interaction, and the resulting infor-
mations shown to the user. Finally the student cre-
ated an animated video scene from outside the VR
environment, showcasing some contextual consider-
ations forwhatwouldhappenbefore andafter theVR
experience itself.
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Figure 4
The final temporal
sketches made to
simulate
interactivity from
1st person (left),
and the overview of
the pre-experience
context of the VR
application (right).
In this instance, what we thought would be a mid-
dle ground turned out to be the last step of the pro-
cess - adding contextual details and narrative flow to
the entire user experience of the proposed immer-
sive concept as awhole. The temporalmediumswere
limited in terms of enabling true immersive VR explo-
ration, but enabled the combination of many differ-
ent types of visual materials to simulate the specific
features the students lacked the ability to express
through VR. Interestingly, almost all projects apply-
ing the temporalmethods choose to showabit of the
context of use through these techniques, emphasiz-
ing the importance of not just thinking of the sketch-
ing for the immersion of the concept alone, but also
address the ‘before’ and ‘after’. Again, the temporal
applications were assessed to have their own limita-
tions, mainly that they had to be ‘hacked’ to work
well for design sketching, and not just for traditional
video editing. Furthermore, the static nature of video
also left the studentswith questions still unanswered
about the possible use cases which might arise with
their concepts - not easily testable without realising
full functionality in VR.
Sketchingasdoodling -buildingasketching
literacy for a newmedium
Doodling in traditional sketching is method of let-
ting the pen go and seeing what happens. Doodling
is without goal and intention, but as the designer
doodles, at any time there might be a “happy acci-
dent” which sparks a direction for more intentional
sketching. This doodling mindset can also be used
when exploring a concept in a new medium, as ex-
perimenting with the tool’s capabilities and how it
can be used is asmuch an exploration of themedium
as the concept itself. One student experienced a
turning moment in the process when she let the VR
tool direct her in her concept development, explor-
ing and experimenting with the assets and function-
ality that were available in the tool instead of try-
ing to force it to do what she had in mind. Another
student was initially frustrated with the interaction
space limits in VR, describing how she often got lost
in the virtual world and ended “bumping into” the
edges of the interaction space, seeing the blue grid
signifying that a physical barrier is close by. However,
when she decided to make use of the limitations, it
inspired her to create an interaction concept where
she took away the ability to teleport around in the
virtual world and used the limited space as a way to
convey the powerlessness of not being able to walk
away when subjected to the racial injustice in her in-
teraction concept. Thus, exploring the limitations of
the software presented new creative constraints of
‘being boxed in’ which developed the concept even
further; exploring the medium and tool became in-
tegrated into the sketching loop itself. Both of these
examples could be thought of as a conversation with
the sketching tool andnot justwith the sketch. By let-
ting the affordances of the tool guide them, they set
themselves up for “accidental discoveries” and used
the limitation of the tools as a creative input rather
than a hindrance.
Figure 5
Stills from the
immersive
experience of being
subjected to racism.
The top left image
shows the first
scene, a park where
police radio sound
clips are played in
the background.
The other three
pictures show the
second scene, a
convenience store
where a person is
following you and
looking at you from
behind shelves,
with a heartbeat
sound playing as
the person gets
closer.
Throughout the course, we noted that the students
struggled to sketch exploratory. Many were focused
on communicating a concept that they imagined in
their own head and got frustrated that they were not
proficient enough to use the tools and techniques
in a “sketchy way”. One student expressed that she
“wasted a day” with the equirectangular grid. An-
other felt that she could not express what she was
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imagining in her head and complained that “because
I don’t know the tool [...] I just do what the tool can
make”. Because of the difficulties to use the non-
idiomatic sketching tools, they felt that they invested
so much in each “sketch” that they were not actually
making idea sketches, as they were neither dispos-
able, plentiful or quick. Thus, while we have used
the term “sketching tool”, the insights suggest that
the tools do not allow sketching straight “out of the
box”. They all need to be appropriated to accommo-
date sketching, especially when the medium is non-
idiomatic, such as equirectangular projection, as the
sketching tool will most likely also have that charac-
ter.
Sketching process does not always go from
low fidelity to higher fidelity
In most traditional design processes, concept devel-
opment tends to progress from using low fidelity (lo-
fi) tools to create sketches, such as analogue hand-
drawn sketches, to higher fidelity (hi-fi) tools to cre-
ate prototypes, such as physical mockups and digital
CAD models. Even though we organized the work-
shops to mirror this tradition by starting with lo-fi
tools before the sessions with hi-fi tools, the students
were free to choosewhat techniques and tools to use
for their individual projects. Analyzing the students’
design processes after the fact shows that starting
with lo-fi before moving on to hi-fi tools and tech-
niques is not always the preferred way when sketch-
ing for VR. Some students even found lo-fi tools ir-
relevant and ”useless” for sketching their VR concept
and felt the need to immediately experience first-
hand the non-idiomatic aspects of VR. ”I think the 3D
sketching toolsweremorebeneficial [...] because you
are able to create and experience this scene by your-
self. This I considered as a major learning: it helps
immensely to just immerse yourself in the scene you
are creating in order to develop it.”For some students
it made more sense to start sketching with hi-fi tools
such as ’Storyboard VR’ or ’Tilt Brush’ because they
are used more like traditional tools that the students
already were familiar with, compared to animation-
based sketches using lo-fi tools such as an equirect-
angular sketches and rough animations, which re-
quires a completely different skillset. ”While using
Storyboard VR was entirely new to me it allowed me
to create experiences inside of it with knowledge
that I already had.”Despite the advantages hi-fi tools
seemed to have, it does not make lo-fi tools redun-
dant in the process of sketching for VR. The outcome
of using hi-fi tools easily becomes too detailed which
could cloud the purpose of sketching. ”In my con-
cept video [...] trying two different methods, both of
which looked rather sketchy [...] Being able to move
assets inside the 3D space sort of like how objects
behave in a design program like Illustrator or Photo-
shopwouldmake for an extremely precise andbetter
workflow.” In other words, using hi-fi tools can unfor-
tunately invite someone to get focusedondetails too
early in the explorative process and prohibit a quick
and sketchy approach.Another reasonwhy sketching
directly through VR may not always be preferred is
the risk of cybersickness, i.e. motion sickness felt in
VR. While this is a well-known challenge when using
VR applications (LaViola 2000), the issue seems to be
heavier representedwith VR applications that are not
just delivering a specific predefined streamlined ex-
perience. This might be due to the often quick and
unnatural movements and positions needed to e.g.
sketch a detail underneath an object made in ’Tilt
Brush’, which might increase the risk of experiencing
cybersickness. The issue of cybersickness was clearly
articulated as an issue holding the students back in
fully realizing valuable sketching loops through the
use of VR applications. Two of the six students expe-
riencedmajor cybersickness in the sense that it actu-
ally hindered their work process. One of the students
took a pill against seasickness in an attempt to over-
come the cybersickness, but unfortunately it did not
help. In order to minimize their time spent in VR, the
students found alternative ways of preparing assets
at a computer, for example by using ’SketchUp’ that
they could import into a VR-app such as ’Tilt Brush’ to
test and tweak scale and position. It all comes down
to picking the right tool for the task based on the
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purpose of the sketching activity and the individual’s
skills and abilities or limitations. As with most design
projects some students experienced or noted that it
was beneficial to take an iterative approach moving
between lo-fi and hi-fi tools, but the fidelity of the
tool or produced result does not necessarily reflect
whether it is a sketch or a prototype.. ”Sketching 2D
helped me converging, while sketching 3D helped
me diverging again. A reiterative rhythm that I be-
lieve would be incredibly interesting to repeat and
continue”.
REFLECTIONS
This paper has presented our insights into introduc-
ing immersive sketching approaches to design stu-
dents with little prior experience with designing for
and in virtual reality. Since the data samples are lim-
ited to the two workshops, the insights are tentative
in nature and not conclusive. However, they do high-
light some interestingaspects about sketching in and
for immersive environments that can inform further
studies and futureworks.Amajor findingmight seem
obvious: 3D sketching is hard to grasp. The basic
ability to understand the 360 dimensionality of the
VR environment showed to be the most challeng-
ing aspect for the design students. This seems like a
paradox, since many of the concepts dealt with spa-
tial aspects, and thus the 3D design space should
in theory augment the design process. However,
from our analysis we argue that the observed chal-
lenge to grasp the immersive design space is due to
the fact that immersiveness is not a traditional as-
pect of sketching, but rather an aspect of much later
phases in design, leading to a lacking idioms and
conventions for how to actually reflect in and on ac-
tion about the sketches made both for and through
VR. While we observed some instances of what could
be interpreted as sketching feedback loops, most of
the true sketching happened either in traditional 2D
mediums like pen and paper, or through simulating
only one perspective of VR at a time through iter-
ative video sketching. Where the sketchy behavior
arose in the VR setting was when the tool limitations
provoked the design students to reframe their ideas
to fit the technical constraints of both the author-
ing tool as well as the VR technology itself. We ar-
gue that this is an effect of the unconventional tools
applied - even VR design tools like ‘Storyboard VR’
and ‘Tilt Brush’ are not tailored for iterative sketching,
but rather for mocking up premade scenes or artis-
tic endeavors. These unfamiliar, non-idiomatic tools
make it challenging to achieve the ideal ‘reflective
conversation’ with the material, because of a con-
stant resistance from the design material. Since the
students were unfamiliar with the tools, they had to
devote a lot of time to each “sketch”, which shifted
the reflective conversation into an “output mono-
logue”. Thus, using non-idiomatic tools for reflective
conversation probably requires higher sketching lit-
eracy to be able to sustain the “sketchy” mindset.
To build sketching literacy for the new medium we
found that it was beneficial to explore the tool’s ca-
pabilities with a “doodling mindset”, i.e. to let the
affordances of the tool guide in order to have a re-
flective conversation with the sketching tool. That
opened the mind to view unintended outcomes as
“happy accidents”.Immersive sketching is still in its in-
fancy andmanyof our findings canpotentially bedis-
missed as ‘just being lack of design experience’ with
both the domain and its tools. However, both the
practical issues of enabling non-interrupted sketch-
ing loops, and the ergonomics of prolonged sketch-
ing through VR without suffering from motion sick-
ness, also points to the need of better tools for early
exploration for and through VR. Our attempts with
equirectangular and temporal sketching show that
different needs, besides the ability to be fully im-
mersed in VR, may arise and that the sketching envi-
ronment and the literacy required to navigate these
will probably need requiremore than one tool or one
approach to fully enable immersive sketches to be
done and be valuable early in the design process.
Therefore, we end by arguing for the development
of more formalized patterns, guideline materials and
tools (e.g. equirectangular guiding grids, VR annota-
tion tools etc.) to not just enable immersive sketch-
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ing, but also enable grasping the immersive design
space itself to truly achieve sketching feedback loops
for VR in design.
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